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A heterogeneous wired and wireless network architecture is considered for home networks to support
Internet Protocol TV (IPTV), voice, and data, the so-called triple-play services. To satisfy the quality of ser-
vice (QoS) requirements for different traffic classes, class-based queueing (CBQ) is deployed at home
gateways and routers. To estimate the network capacity and decide on an appropriate resource manage-
ment scheme, we develop an analytical framework to quantify the maximum number of IPTV connec-
tions that can be supported with guaranteed QoS over wired and multi-hop wireless networks. We
extend the fluid-flow model to capture both the burstiness of IPTV sources and the time-varying charac-
teristics of multi-hop wireless paths. Heterogeneous traffic and CBQ are considered in the model. Simu-
lation results over wired and multi-hop wireless paths are given which validate the analysis. The results
presented provide important guidelines for the planning of future home networks for triple-play services.
They also provide important insights into how to efficiently support heterogeneous traffic with stringent
QoS requirements over wireless and wired networks.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) has been predicted to be a major
technology winner. Telecommunication service providers are rac-
ing to deliver IPTV/Video on Demand (VoD), voice, and data, the
so-called triple-play services. One of the major challenges in rolling
out these new services is to satisfy the quality of service (QoS)
requirements of heterogeneous applications simultaneously inside
the home. These challenges are quite different from those faced in
traditional home networks, where only data applications are con-
sidered. How to design and develop last-meter broadband home
networks so consumers can enjoy triple-play services anytime, in
any room, without rewiring their homes is a critical issue that
needs to be addressed. This is key to the success of IPTV.

Because of the complimentary characteristics and disparities of
wired and wireless communication technologies, the architecture
of future broadband home networks is anticipated to be a hetero-
geneous wireless and wired network. Existing wired links will cre-
ate the backbone of home networks, providing reliable, high data
rate communications. Emerging high data rate wireless technolo-
gies will then deliver the traffic to the entire home ubiquitously,
through single-hop or multiple-hop paths.

How to efficiently utilize limited network resources to provide
triple-play services with guaranteed QoS is a challenging problem.
Due to the heterogeneous characteristics and different QoS
ll rights reserved.
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requirements of IPTV, data and voice traffic, we propose to deploy
class-based queueing (CBQ) in-home routers. CBQ only comes into
effect when congestion occurs. It protects each traffic class from
the others, according to the portion of bandwidth reserved for each
class.

Given the home network architecture, link sharing mechanism,
and the throughput of wired and wireless links, an immediate
question is how many IPTV, data and voice connections can be sup-
ported simultaneously with guaranteed QoS. In other words, what
is the admission region of triple-play traffic in a home network?
Because of the highly variable data rates and stringent QoS require-
ments of IPTV traffic, to answer this question, a quantitative anal-
ysis of queue behavior with multiplexed video, data and voice over
both wireless and wired links is necessary. This not only helps ser-
vice providers and consumers to choose the best distribution tech-
nologies, but also provides important guidelines for planning
future home networks.

The fluid-flow model analysis of queue performance was first
investigated in [13]. This model was extended in [14] to analyze
the buffer behavior with multiple sources and multiple servers.
The model in [14] was used in [15] for the case of a single-hop
On–Off wireless channel. Different from the existing work, we con-
sider a finite state wireless channel with variable data rates, which
yields a more accurate representation for high data rate wireless
systems. In [16], we evaluated IPTV performance over wired and
wireless networks. To ensure QoS for heterogeneous traffic, sepa-
rate queues for two traffic classes were used in [17], where a low
priority class can consume residual bandwidth only when a high
priority class is not able to consume the entire link bandwidth. This
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can be seen as a special case of CBQ. The general CBQ behavior over
a heterogeneous combined wired and wireless network has not
been investigated.

The main contributions of this paper are threefold. We first pro-
pose a wireless and wired mesh network architecture for in-home
triple-play distribution. Second, we develop an analytical frame-
work for quantifying the admission region of home networks, con-
sidering the traffic and communication link characteristics, with
and without CBQ. This can be used to investigate the relationship
between system parameters. The analytical framework is also
applicable to other networks. In addition, extensive simulations
using H.264 video traces have been conducted to validate our
analysis.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We intro-
duce the network architecture and system model in Section 2.
The fluid model analysis to quantify the admission region in wire-
less and wired networks is given in Section 3, followed by simula-
tion and numerical results in Section 4. Section 5 presents some
concluding remarks.
Fig. 1. Home network architecture.
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Fig. 2. Superframe structure defined in the IEEE 802.15.3 MAC protocol.

1 Voice traffic can be represented as another separate class. However, since the
volume of voice traffic is much smaller than that of video or data traffic, its impact on
the admission region of IPTV connections is negligible, and therefore is ignored in this
paper.
2. System model

2.1. Network architecture and video codec

To support triple-play services anytime, in any room, without
rewiring existing houses, we propose a wireless and wired network
architecture for in-home traffic distribution, as shown in Fig. 1.
Existing wired links, like coaxial cables, phone lines, and power-
lines compose the network backbone. Wireless access points
(APs) further relay the IPTV traffic to any corner of the home via
single or multiple hops, using high data rate wireless communica-
tion technologies such as IEEE 802.11n, Ultra-Wide Band (UWB),
millimeter wave (mmWave), etc.

Although IEEE 802.11-based wireless access technologies have
been widely deployed, the lack of QoS support makes them unde-
sirable for supporting IPTV. In the wireless domain, we thus adopt
the architecture and MAC protocol specified in the IEEE 802.15.3
standard for our system model, as it has been developed for wire-
less personal area networks (WPANs) supporting high data rate
multimedia applications. A WPAN is suitable for indoor wireless
networks, with its short range, high capacity and low interference
properties. In an IEEE 802.15.3 WPAN, several devices can autono-
mously form a piconet, with one device selected as the piconet
coordinator (PNC). The PNC can collect global information about
the piconet and allocate radio resources or schedule channel times
to all devices in the piconet according to their requests. All devices
can communicate in a peer-to-peer fashion using the allocated
channel times. Since the PNC is selected first, the MAC protocol
adopted in our model is the centralized controller. Hidden or ex-
posed nodes and link layer contention problems are negligible. In
the standard, as shown in Fig. 2, time is slotted in a superframe
structure where each superframe consists of a beacon period
(BP), a contention access period (CAP) using CSMA/CA as the access
protocol, and a contention-free period named channel time alloca-
tion period (CTAP) using Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). All
devices can request channel time through contention in the CAP,
and use the allocated time in the CTAP for transmission. If the traf-
fic must be relayed with multiple hops, the PNC should allocate
separate time slots for each hop.

For IPTV video sources, advanced source coding technologies
have been developed to aggressively increase the compression ra-
tio and reduce the source data rate. MPEG-4/H.264 has about twice
the compression efficiency of MPEG-2, so it is anticipated to be
widely employed for high definition (HD) content. For this reason,
we consider MPEG-4/H.264 video sources in our system.
2.2. Class-based queuing management

With the existence of heterogeneous traffic, to accurately obtain
the admission region of triple-play services in a wired or wireless
bottleneck path, the traffic characteristics and QoS constraints of
supported applications need to be considered. Data traffic is more
bursty in nature, and IPTV traffic has very stringent delay and loss
requirements. Thus, we propose to deploy a class-based resource
management scheme before the home gateway and APs. CBQ is a
link-sharing approach which enables the gateway to distribute
bandwidth on local links in response to local needs [1].

The data packets and video packets are classified into two clas-
ses.1 In the absence of congestion, a general scheduler, first in first



Fig. 3. Three-state wireless channel model.
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out (FIFO) or round-robin scheduler, could be used. When congestion
occurs (when one or both classes require more than their allocated
bandwidth), CBQ invokes a link-sharing scheduler to rate-limit the
over-limit class(es) to their assigned capacity. In this way, CBQ can
prevent starvation of data traffic and ensure the QoS requirements
of IPTV traffic are met. According to CBQ, the available capacity in
the output link for the two classes can be denoted as

CvðtÞ ¼max C � kdðtÞ; ð1� pÞCf g;
CdðtÞ ¼max C � kvðtÞ;pCf g;

ð1Þ

where the arrival rates of IPTV and data traffic are kv and kd, respec-
tively, and C is the bottleneck link capacity. The instantaneous out-
put rate of each class is bounded by the available bandwidth at any
time instant. Note that different from the Generalized Processor
Sharing (GPS) approach (e.g., weighted fair queue), that guarantees
the long-term average bandwidth received by different classes, the
CBQ scheme adopted here guarantees that each traffic class receives
its allocated bandwidth over the relevant time interval [1]. Thus, it
can protect IPTV traffic from bursty data traffic. Even if the data traf-
fic is idle for a long period, it cannot occupy more instantaneous
bandwidth as compensation (which is not true using GPS), so the
instantaneous bandwidth allocated to IPTV traffic is guaranteed.
On the other hand, if any traffic class is idle, the other classes can
occupy the total link bandwidth to achieve multiplexing gain.

Not needing to track the history of on-going flows, CBQ is much
simpler to implement than GPS-based schedulers. The different
class queues are virtual queues for implementation. All packets
are multiplexed into one queue with the condition that a certain
portion of the data packets is inserted in between video packets.
This portion is set according to the link-sharing parameter and
the size of the video and data packets. Thus, CBQ can easily be
implemented in practice.

2.3. Wireless channel model

In the wireless domain, advanced wireless technologies can
adapt the data rate according to the channel conditions (which
are typically time-varying). For instance, the over-the-air data rate
of IEEE 802.11n varies from 200 Mbps to 540 Mbps, and that of
UWB varies from 53.3 Mbps to 480 Mbps, or even higher. With
physical layer adaptive rate control and link layer retransmissions,
from an upper layer protocol perspective, packet losses due to
transmission errors are negligible. However, the link throughput
(or data rate) observed by the upper layer protocols is time-vary-
ing. We choose a finite state Markov model as the packet-level
wireless channel model, because it is recognized to be reasonably
accurate in capturing wireless channel variations [18].

With this model, each state corresponds to a different average
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and thus a different data rate. The
state-transition probabilities are chosen to reflect the time-correla-
tion of the wireless channel. Fig. 3 depicts a three-state Markov
chain wireless channel model.

2.4. Fluid-flow model of video traffic with constant service rate

Inside the home, all IPTV downstream traffic is delivered from
the home gateway to set-top boxes or other devices. All transmis-
sions in the wired network using a wired technology (such as coax-
ial cable, powerline, or phoneline) are in the same collision
domain, and thus share the wired link bandwidth which is as-
sumed constant. For video transmissions over constant data rate
links, the well known fluid-flow model can be applied. In [2], a var-
iable bit rate video source is modeled as the multiplexing of 20
mini sources. Each mini source independently alternates between
an ‘‘off” state and an ‘‘on” state, and A bps are generated during
the ‘‘on” state. The average residence times in the ‘‘off” state and
‘‘on” state are 1/a and 1/b seconds, respectively. Since H.264 has
a higher compression ratio than the source codes considered in
[2], we use fewer mini sources to emulate the more bursty video
sources. Our experimental results suggest that using eight mini
sources to model one H.264 video source is appropriate.

Let FiðxÞ denote the probability that the queue length is less
than x, given that i mini sources are on. With a constant service
rate of C bps and M mini sources in total, the equilibrium queue
length distribution at the home gateway is subject to [2]

dFðxÞ
dx

D ¼ FðxÞB; ð2Þ

where D is an ðM þ 1Þ � ðM þ 1Þ diagonal matrix

D ¼ Rs � CI;

and FðxÞ is the row vector ½F0ðxÞ F1ðxÞ � � � FNðxÞ�;Rs ¼ diagf0;1; . . . ;

M � Ag. The underlying continuous time Markov chain of the video
source model is represented by the generating matrix

Bs ¼

�Ma Ma 0 � � �
b �ðM � 1Þa� b ðM � 1Þa � � �
..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

0 � � � � � � �Mb

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA:

Given the fluid model, we can obtain the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the queue length as

FðxÞ ¼ 1þ
X

i:Re½zi<0�
ai

XM

j¼1

/ij expðzixÞ;

where zi and Ui are the negative left eigenvalues and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors of the matrix BsD

�1

ziUiD ¼ UiBs: ð3Þ

The coefficients ai can be obtained from the boundary conditions,
i.e., Fjð0Þ ¼ 0 for j > C=A.

The survivor function G(x), which represents the probability of
buffer overflow, is the complementary distribution of F(x)

GðxÞ ¼ 1� FðxÞ ¼ �
X

i:Re½zi<0�
ai

XM

j¼1

/ij expðzixÞ: ð4Þ

In summary, given B, the generating matrix of the underlying Mar-
kov process representing the variation of effective bandwidth, and
D for the arrival rate, the queue length distribution can be obtained.
Then by using (4), the probability of buffer overflow can be
predicted.

Given the QoS requirements of IPTV traffic, including the loss
rate and delay bound, we can limit the number of connections
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and choose an appropriate buffer size. For instance, given the delay
bound in a home network, we can determine the required queue
length and thus the buffer size so the packet delay will not exceed
the delay bound. From (4), we can determine the maximum num-
ber of connections that can be supported with a guaranteed loss
rate due to buffer overflow.
3. Fluid model analysis framework for triple-play traffic over
wireless networks

To quantify the admission region of IPTV traffic with the exis-
tence of data traffic, and identify the bottleneck in the heteroge-
neous wired and wireless mesh home network, the fluid model is
extended to consider a time-varying single-hop wireless link with
a variable data rate. This is later extended to multi-hop wireless
paths. We study the queue behavior and admission region for
homogeneous IPTV traffic first, and then consider heterogeneous
traffic, with and without CBQ.

3.1. IPTV over a single-hop wireless channel

For the wireless link, a finite state Markov chain is used to mod-
el the time-varying service rates. Let Cj denote the data rate (ser-
vice rate of the wireless link) in state j, and assume that the total
number of states of the wireless link is N. We then have
C ¼ diagfC1;C2; . . . ;CNg. The generating matrix of the underlying
continuous time Markov process Bc is defined by

Bc ¼

l11 l12 � � � l1N

l21 l22 � � � l2N

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

lN1 lN2 � � � lNN

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA;

where lkj; 1 6 k; j 6 N is the state transition probability from state
k to state j, and lkk ¼ �

PN
j¼1j–klkj.

Let Fi;jðt; xÞbe the probability that the queue length at the wireless
AP does not exceed x at time t, when the wireless link is in state j and i
mini sources are on. The probability of one source turning on or turn-
ing off during a small time interval Dt is aDt or bDt, respectively.
Similar to [13], we can show that the queue distribution in equilib-
rium, which is obtained when Dt ! 0 and oFi;j=ot ¼ 0, satisfies

ðiA� CjÞ
dFi;jðxÞ

dx
¼
XN

k¼1

½N � ði� 1Þ�aDtFi�1;klkj þ
XN

k¼1

ðiþ 1Þ

� bDtFiþ1;klkj þ
XN

k¼1

½ðM � iÞaþ ib�Fi;klkj: ð5Þ

Let the coupled source and link system state s ¼ ði; jÞ be ordered
lexicographically

ð0;1Þð0;2Þ � � � ð0;NÞ � � � ðM;NÞ:

A component of F, Fk, denotes the CDF of the queue distribution
when the system is in state k, k ¼ Nði� 1Þ þ j for
1 6 k 6 NðM þ 1Þ. In matrix notation, (5) can be written as

dFðxÞ
dx

D ¼ FðxÞB; ð6Þ

which has the same structure as (2), where

B ¼ Bs � Bc,Bs � IN þ IMþ1 � Bc: ð7Þ

Here, � and � are the Kronecker sum and Kronecker product [3],
respectively. In (7), IN is an N � N identity matrix, thus B is a matrix
with dimension NðM þ 1Þ. D is the NðM þ 1Þ diagonal matrix

D ¼ Rs � ½�C�: ð8Þ
Given B and D, the probability of buffer overflow can be obtained by
solving (6).

The effective capacity reflects the stochastic bounded capacity for
a (or a number of) traffic source(s) accessing the buffer, condi-
tioned on the loss probability PL and the maximum buffer size x.
High variance input traffic has a higher effective capacity, which
leads to fewer connections accommodated by a link. On the other
hand, with highly variant output links, the effective capacity will
decrease, which also results in fewer admitted connections. The re-
sults in Section 4 also demonstrate this tendency.

3.2. IPTV over a multi-hop wireless path

To deliver IPTV traffic from a home gateway to anywhere inside
or even outside the home via power constrained wireless technol-
ogies with a limited transmission range (e.g., UWB), multi-hop
wireless relays may be needed. In this section, the fluid model is
further extended to multi-hop wireless paths.

Assume that the indoor multi-hop wireless path consists of k
hops. These k hops are within the interference range of each other,
so they cannot transmit simultaneously. This is a reasonable
assumption for a home networking environment. Since different
hops require separate channel times in IEEE 802.15.3 CTAPs, the
transmission rate of a packet over a k-hop path is

C ¼
Xk

m¼1

1

,
Cm

" #�1

; ð9Þ

where Cm is the link service rate of the mth hop.
In the following, we use a 3-hop wireless path as an example,

but the approach can be applied to any number of hops. Let
Bð1Þc ; Bð2Þc and Bð3Þc be the generating matrices for the underlying
continuous time Markov chains of the first, second and third hops,
respectively. If each hop has three states corresponding to three
different service rates, as shown in Fig. 3, each of these would be
a 3 � 3 matrix with components represented by
lij; 1 6 i 6 3; 1 6 l 6 3. Let the state of the multi-hop path be or-
dered lexicographically. Thus, the generating matrix for the 3-
hop path, Bc, has dimension 27

Bc ¼ Bð1Þc � Bð2Þc � Bð3Þc :

In each state, the corresponding service rate can be obtained from
(9). The diagonal matrix D is obtained from (8). C has dimension
27 and Ci is the end-to-end data rate of the 3-hop path for state i.

After obtaining B and D according to (3), with (4), the probabil-
ity of buffer overflow in the multi-hop case, G(x), can be obtained.
Thus, given the QoS requirements of IPTV traffic, the admission re-
gion and buffer size for the multi-hop path can be derived.

3.3. Multiplexed heterogeneous traffic in-home networks

In addition to IPTV, home networks also accommodate other
applications, such as data and voice. For the queue system, the pre-
vious subsections have considered variations of the output process
(transmission links). Here we further consider heterogeneous input
traffic, and extend the fluid-flow analytical framework to consider
heterogeneous traffic with and without CBQ.

(1) Without CBQ: First, we assume that all input traffic sources
are independent and multiplexed into a single queue. The bursti-
ness of the data traffic and the regularity of the voice traffic can
be modeled by an irreducible, reversible Markov process [4,5]. De-
note BðkÞs ; 0 6 k 6 K , as the infinitesimal generator matrix for the
underlying Markov process of the kth source with NðkÞ states. Then,
the generating matrix representing the combination of input traffic
can be obtained by
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Bs ¼ Bð1Þs � Bð2Þs � � � � BðKÞs ; ð10Þ

where the indices of Bs are ordered lexicographically. The traffic ar-
rival rate Rs is composed of the superposition of arrival rates for
each traffic source

Rs ¼ Rð1Þs � Rð2Þs � � � � RðKÞs : ð11Þ

Then the diagonal matrix can be represented as D ¼ Rs � CI where C
is the constant link service rate.

If the output link is a time-varying single-hop (or multi-hop)
wireless link, Bc is the corresponding generating matrix. Matrix B
can then be represented as

B ¼ Bs � Bc ¼ Bð1Þs � Bð2Þs � � � � BðKÞs � Bc; ð12Þ

which is obtained by substituting (10) into (7). D is given by (8).
Here, Rs should be calculated using (11). A similar substitution is
needed when the heterogeneous traffic is relayed by multi-hop
wireless networks. Once we obtain B and D, the probability of buffer
overflow can be obtained when heterogeneous traffic is
multiplexed.

Remarks: To obtain the buffer overflow probability of heteroge-
neous traffic multiplexed into constant capacity wired links, time-
varying single-hop links, or multi-hop wireless links, a similar
approach is used. The key is to obtain the generating matrix of
the aggregated system, and derive B and D accordingly. Variations
in the traffic rate and channel bandwidth have opposite effects on
the admission region. The input rate of the data traffic, for example,
from the IPTV traffic point of view, can be considered as a deduc-
tion from the available capacity of the output link. In addition, vari-
ations in the channel service rate (a deduction from the maximum
channel capacity), can be seen as a variable input data rate. This
observation matches the theory of effective capacity [6] discussed
in Section 3.1.

(2) With CBQ: To guarantee the stringent QoS requirements of
IPTV, while at the same time protecting data traffic from starva-
tion, CBQ is employed. There are two virtual queues in the system:
one for IPTV traffic and another to accommodate data traffic. Each
traffic class can only consume its assigned bandwidth if the other
virtual queue is not empty; otherwise, it can use all of the available
link bandwidth. Assume that a fraction (1 � p) of the service rate is
assigned to IPTV traffic and the remainder p is assigned to data
traffic when both queues are not empty.2

Denote the queue occupancy of video and data as Fv and Fd,
respectively. The evolution equations of Fv and Fd are

dFv

dt
¼ cðvÞðsvÞ þ pC � C Fd > 0;

¼ cðvÞðsvÞ þ cðdÞðsdÞ � C Fd ¼ 0;
dFd

dt
¼ cðdÞðsdÞ þ ð1� pÞC � C Fv > 0;

¼ cðdÞðsdÞ þ cðvÞðsvÞ � C Fv ¼ 0; ð13Þ

where the arrival rates of video and data are cðvÞðsvÞ and cðdÞðsdÞ,
respectively. S ¼ ðsv ; sdÞ denotes the combined system state. The
queue distribution derivations for video and data are similar. We
take the video queue as an example.

The equilibrium distribution of the queue for video should
satisfy

dFðxÞ
dx

Dv ¼ FðxÞBv ;

where Bv represents the transition rate among states in the com-
bined system
2 Although we are assuming two classes of traffic, the analysis presented here can
easily be extended to any number of classes.
Bv ¼ BðvÞs � BðdÞs ;

where BðvÞs and BðdÞs are the generating matrices of the underlying
Markov chain for video and data traffic, respectively. Although
Bd

s and Bv
s may be equivalent for the video and data queues,

Dd and Dv are different. Dv is obtained as

Dv ¼ Rs � CI ¼ Rv � Rd0 � Rc � CI; ð14Þ

where Rv is the video arrival rate cðvÞ sðvÞ
� �

. When the arrival rate of
the data traffic cðdÞðsdÞ is larger than its assigned bandwidth pC, the
link-sharing scheduler in CBQ will limit the data traffic to its as-
signed bandwidth. Thus, at those states S ¼ ðsv ; sdÞ with
cðdÞðsdÞ > pC, the arrival rate of the data is pC instead of cðdÞðsdÞ from
the video traffic’s point of view. Rd0 ¼min pC; cðdÞðsdÞ

� �
is the arrival

rate for video. The coefficients ai can be obtained from the boundary
conditions, i.e., Foð0Þ ¼ 0 for RðSÞ > C. Finally, we can obtain the
packet loss ratio of the video packets.

From (13), buffer overflow can only occur in those states where
Fv > 0 (when the overall traffic arrival rate is greater than the total
service rate). In equilibrium, when the queue is not filling, the
probability of queue overflow is 0, so Fv ¼ 0. The combined Markov
process can be separated into two virtual states: Xo with
Fv > 0 and Xu with Fv ¼ 0. Then we have

PrðFv P xÞ ¼ PrðFv P xjXoÞPrðXoÞ:

In state Xo, Fv is filling and video uses all its reserved bandwidth.
Overflow only happens in those states where the total arrival rate
is larger than the total capacity. In this case, congestion will occur
and CBQ will limit the over-limit traffic to its allocated bandwidth.

Given the tolerable loss rates of arriving traffic, we can deter-
mine the admission region of IPTV services. At the same time, we
can appropriately apportion bandwidth for IPTV and data traffic.
For the multi-hop wireless case, we use the same approach and ob-
tain B and D according to (12) and (8).

4. Performance evaluation by simulation

4.1. Simulation parameters

To verify the analytical results, extensive simulations have been
performed using the network simulator NS-2 [7]. The home net-
work we considered is composed of the wired backbone network
and 3-hop wireless network, as shown in Fig. 1. The wired back-
bone can be an existing coaxial cable, phone line or power line in-
side the house, while the 3-hop wireless network accommodates
the IEEE 802.15.3 standard. When the triple-service traffic first ar-
rives at the home gateway, it is first carried by the wired backbone
to each access point, then delivered to TV set-top boxes, comput-
ers, mobile devices, etc., via the wireless network. The overall
home network performance is restricted by the bottleneck, which
can be the wired network or the wireless network. The simulation
results for both scenarios verify the analytical framework, and pro-
vide insight for future home network planning and as to which
parameters have the greatest impact on network performance.

The H.264 video trace entitled ‘‘From Mars to China” in HDTV
format (1920 � 1080) is used [8]. The average bit rate of the video
is 4.85 Mbps, the variance is 3.6375 � 1010 (bps)2, the autocorrela-
tion decay coefficient is 0.215 bps and the frame rate is 30 frames/
s. In our simulations, the target is to provide up to 5 Mbps Internet
data service. 5 Mbps CBR data traffic and bursty On–Off data traffic
with a peak rate of 5 Mbps are investigated. For the On–Off data
source, the Off period is 10 times the On period. The average On
period is set to 55.605 s [9]. For simplicity, both video and data
traffic are encapsulated in 1000 byte UDP packets.

For IEEE 802.15.3 [10] wireless networks, the data rate of each
wireless link follows a three-state Markov chain. The payload data
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rate is obtained by considering the physical layer data rate and the
protocol overheads. The payload transmission time, Tpay equals
payload

Ri
, and Ri can be 55 Mbps, 110 Mbps, or 200 Mbps, depending

on the current channel state. The time to transmit a frame is

Tframe ¼ Ta þ
payloadþ RUIh

Ri

� �
þ PHYh þMACh þ HCSþ FCS

R1

� �
;

where Ta; RUIh; PHYh; MACh; HCS and FCS are the preamble time,
RTP/UDP/IP headers, PHY header, MAC header, Header Check Se-
quence and Frame Check Sequence, respectively. The PHY/MAC
overhead is transmitted at a base data rate of R1 = 55 Mbps. The
achievable throughput for the payload is then

Ci ¼
TpayRi

Tframe þ Tg þ TACK þ 2SIFS
;

where the guard time Tg , the ACK time TACK , the SIFS time and all
other overhead takes the same values as in [11]. This leads to ser-
vice rates of C1 = 40.3 Mbps, C2 = 64.0 Mbps and C3 = 88.7 Mbps in
states s1; s2 and s3, respectively.

The state transition rates (per second) of the wireless link are
given in the matrix Bc below, where lij in the ith row and jth col-
umn is the transition rate from state i to state j

Bc ¼
�18 18 0

2 �16 14
0 2 �2

0
B@

1
CA:

CBQ is implemented at each router. We repeat the simulations with
different random seeds and each simulation runs for half an hour.
The simulation results presented are the averages of 20 runs.

In Figs. 4–7, the horizontal axis denotes the total buffer for both
video and data traffic. The buffer size is chosen such that the virtual
buffer size for video ranges from 400 packets to 1100 packets,
where the data buffer size is the closest integer value of (1/p � 1)
times the video buffer size.

4.2. Numerical and simulation results

4.2.1. Wired backbone network
With a wired backbone link bandwidth of 85 Mbps, Figs. 4 and 5

show the analytical and simulation results for buffer overflow
probability vs. buffer size, with a CBR data source and an On–Off
data source, respectively. For the CBQ, 5% of the link bandwidth
is reserved for data, and the remaining bandwidth is used to sup-
port IPTV traffic. The results show that there is a discrepancy be-
tween the analysis and simulation when the buffer size is small.
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Since we use a log scale on the y-axis, the discrepancy is exagger-
ated. This discrepancy is mainly due to the limitation of the mini-
source traffic model that does not consider the Group of
Picture (GoP) structure of the MPEG codec. Since the mini-source
model only considers the average traffic arrival rate of a GoP, the
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queue variation within a GoP is under-estimated. If we use more
accurate traffic models, such as the model proposed in [20], the
analytical results with a small buffer size will better match the
simulation results. However, the computational complexity with
the traffic model in [20] is much higher. On the other hand, as
the QoS requirements of IPTV are stringent, we need to ensure that
the packet loss rate is below 10�4–10�6, so the buffer size needed is
relatively large and the analytical results with the mini-source traf-
fic model are accurate in this region. Therefore, the mini-source
traffic model is appropriate for deriving the admission region in
this paper.

During the simulation time, the number of packets generated is
on the order of 107, thus the achievable accuracy of the simulation
is 10�7. The results below 10�7 appear as 0. The packet loss rate
(PLR) constraint for HD format IPTV traffic is 10�5–10�6 according
to [12]. However, the PLR requirements in the standards for video
over wireless networks are typically much looser and thus 10�4 is
tolerable, e.g., with 3GPP [21]. To verify the analytical framework
and limit the simulation time, 10�4 is chosen here as the PLR
target.

In Fig. 4, both the analytical and simulation results show that, if
one data source keeps transferring at a CBR of 5 Mbps, to ensure a
PLR less than 10�4, a maximum of 10 IPTV connections can barely
be supported with a buffer size larger than 1000 packets. Nine IPTV
connections can be supported with a safe margin.

In a typical home network, data traffic tends to be more bursty
than CBR. With typical bursty data traffic, Off periods can be up to
10 times an On period. Given the appropriate link-sharing mecha-
nism, IPTV and data traffic can be efficiently distributed inside the
home simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 5, an 85 Mbps wired link
can support 10 IPTV connections and one On–Off data connection.
Simulation results (not illustrated), also show that a buffer size of
11 packets is sufficient to guarantee the PLR of the data traffic is
less than 10�4. To allow 11 IPTV connections in the link is not
appropriate since the PLR is always above 10�4 even with a buffer
size over 1100 packets.

We conclude that for an 85 Mbps wired link with CBQ, the
admission region is 10 video sources in the presence of a 5 Mbps
bursty data traffic source. In the worst case where the data traffic
is a 5 Mbps CBR source, the admission region drops to nine IPTV
connections.
4.2.2. Wireless network
The performance of IPTV and CBR data traffic in a 3-hop wire-

less relay path is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. With 5% of
the bandwidth reserved for data, it is impossible to support more
than one IPTV connection. The PLR of the two traffic classes is up
to 10�4 for video and 10�2 for data when two IPTV connections
and one data connection are sharing the network.

To study the effect of CBQ on the admission region, we simu-
lated the same scenario, omitting the use of CBQ. We noticed that
the video performance is degraded, while at the same time, the PLR
of the data source is lower (i.e., improved performance). This
behavior is expected because CBQ is used to protect the IPTV traffic
from the more aggressive data traffic.
Table 1
Admission region of IPTV traffic.

Link type Data Bandwidth allocated for data (%) Adm

Anal

Wired CBR 5 9
On–Off 5 10

3-hop wireless CBR 5 1
CBR 10 1
When there is only one IPTV connection over the 3-hop wireless
path, the quality of video is ensured, but the PLR of the data traffic
is up to 10�4, as shown in Fig. 7. If we further increase the buffer
size for data, the data PLR would be lower, but this may increase
the queueing delay and jitter. Another means of lowering the data
PLR involves increasing the reservation for data traffic using CBQ.
For the 3-hop wireless path case, if 10% of the total bandwidth is
reserved for data traffic, the PLRs for both the IPTV connection
and the data connection are below 10�6. Therefore, if bandwidth
is reserved appropriately, IPTV and data performance can be im-
proved, and the QoS for both guaranteed.

Using appropriate resource management, video and data traffic
can be supported over a multi-hop wireless path. Although the
average throughput of each hop is 85 Mbps, the same as that of
the wired link, the admission region for the 3-hop wireless net-
work is only one-ninth that of the wired link. This is because, first,
each packet must be transmitted in three time slots to avoid colli-
sions; and second, the time variation of the wireless channel de-
creases the effective capacity compared to the wired link.

The admission regions of the IPTV traffic, accompanied by one
data connection, are summarized in Table 1. It also gives the min-
imum buffer size needed to guarantee a PLR less than 10�4. For
heterogeneous wireless and wired networks, the admission region
is determined by the admission region of the bottleneck link. For
the admission regions obtained over the 20 simulation runs, we
count the number of runs with PLR above the threshold and obtain
the confidence level of the admission region, as shown in Table 1.
4.2.3. IPTV competing with TCP
We next investigate IPTV competing with TCP traffic. If the

aggregate video data rate is less than the bandwidth allocated to
video, TCP can probe for available bandwidth, efficiently utilize
it, and even create transient congestion, due to its adaptive conges-
tion control algorithm. However, this aggressive behavior should
not affect the IPTV QoS with the protection of CBQ [19].

First, we let IPTV and TCP data traffic share a bottleneck link of
85 Mbps without CBQ. With eight IPTV sources, the video PLR is up
to 10�4 even with a 1000 packet buffer. The average throughput of
TCP is quite high, around 44 Mbps, however, the instantaneous TCP
throughput is highly variable, and sometimes drops to near zero.

Second, we separate the IPTV and TCP traffic by allocating ded-
icated bandwidth to each, e.g., 95% of the 85 Mbps link capacity is
dedicated to IPTV traffic, and the remaining 5% to TCP traffic. In this
case, if the PLR requirement is 10�5, we can support at most eight
IPTV flows with a buffer size exceeding 800 packets, as shown in
Fig. 8.

Next, we multiplex eight IPTV flows and a TCP flow in the
85 Mbps link with CBQ, and assign 95% of the link capacity to IPTV
when congestion occurs. The results show that the PLR of eight
IPTV connections is much lower than that in the previous case.
The same conclusion is reached if we compare the loss rate of nine
IPTV flows occupying dedicated bandwidth and that when sharing
the link with TCP using CBQ.

Therefore, by multiplexing IPTV and TCP data traffic together
appropriately using CBQ, the PLR of IPTV can be reduced, thus more
ission region Buffer size (packets) Confidence level (%)

ysis Simulation

9 400 95
10 400 90

1 600 90
1 400 100
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IPTV flows can potentially be supported by taking advantage of the
multiplexing gain.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the packet-loss performance
of IPTV and data traffic over wired and multi-hop wireless paths.
Given the link characteristics and IPTV and data traffic require-
ments, we have quantified the admission region for triple-play ser-
vices in a wireless and wired network, with or without CBQ.
Extensive simulation results have been obtained to validate the
analysis. The simulation results also demonstrate the effectiveness
of CBQ, as a resource management scheme, for deploying triple-
play services in-home networks. The analytical framework
presented here is adaptable to all traffic classes and link types. In
addition, it can help service providers improve the design and
deployment of home networks, and provide important insight into
which system parameters affect the admission region of home
networks.
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